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Abstract
Considering the economics and securities for the operation of a power system, this paper presents
a new adaptive dynamic programming approach for security-constrained unit commitment (SCUC)
problems. In response to the “curse of dimension” problem of dynamic programming, the approach solves the Bellman’s equation of SCUC approximately by solving a sequence of simplified
single stage optimization problems. An extended sequential truncation technique is proposed to
explore the state space of the approach, which is superior to traditional sequential truncation in
daily cost for unit commitment. Different test cases from 30 to 300 buses over a 24 h horizon are
analyzed. Extensive numerical comparisons show that the proposed approach is capable of obtaining the optimal unit commitment schedules without any network and bus voltage violations,
and minimizing the operation cost as well.
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1. Introduction
Security-constrained unit commitment (SCUC) is a crucial issue for power system generation scheduling. The
most difficult issue for SCUC with optimal power flow constraints is its computational difficulties. Mathematically, SCUC is a nonconvex, nonlinear, large-scale, mixed-integer optimization problem. Since it involves a
large number of 0/1 variables that represent up/down status of the unit. From the viewpoint of computational
complexity, SCUC is in the class of NP-hard problems and cannot be solved in the polynomial time [1]. Hence,
the key to SCUC problems is to handle the 0/1 variables.
Up to now, many approaches are proposed to solve SCUC problems, such as decomposition approach [1],
branch-and-bound algorithm [2], MILP-based approach [3] and Semi-definite programming [4]. Nevertheless,
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all of the methods mentioned above have to obtain a high calculation speed at the expense of sacrificing the optimal solution, which means more cost for the generation scheduling just because of the low accuracy of the algorithm for SCUC problems [2]. Among the existed unit commitment methods, dynamic programming is a classical optimization method, which can deal with the 0/1 variables directly and get global optimum solution [5].
But the calculation efficiency needs to be improved further for unit commitment due to the “curse of dimension”
problem. In response to this situation, the truncation technique [6] is proposed, which cut combinations of 0 - 1
variables based on priority order [7]. Then a heuristic improvement of adjusting truncated window size according to the incremental load demands in adjacent hours is presented in [8]. On the other hand, researchers began
to explore the possibility of applying artificial intelligence to solve dynamic programming problems, and then
adaptive dynamic programming (ADP) was developed, which do not require global exploration of the state
space at each iteration [9]. For the particular case of unit commitment, Momoh et al. [10] constructed a twostage neural network to learn how to commit the generators according to the heuristic states and the generation
cost at each period.
In this paper, the power flow equations, transmission flow constraints, and limitations of the bus voltage are
taken into account in the unit commitment problem. As the nonlinear degree of optimization model brought
higher, it can solve the optimization model with remarkable increases in difficulties and calculations. Therefore
it will be significant to extend ADP to solve the SCUC problems. This paper proposes an ADP approach based
on in-depth analysis on the characteristics of SCUC. It solves the Bellman’s equation approximately by solving
a sequence of simplified single stage optimization problems. The key part of the approach is “extended sequential truncation technique”, which can explore the optimization space of SCUC for ADP, and accelerate the calculation in the premise of guaranteeing the optimality of the solution.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the formulation model of SCUC. Section 3
introduces the proposed approach for the model. Two cases utilizing data from four test systems are taken as
cases studied in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. SCUC Problem Formulation
The objective of SCUC is to determine a day-ahead UC to minimize the total cost of supplying the load, while
meeting the operational and power flow constraints

min. FCost = ∑ ∑ [dit fi ( PGt i ) + dit (1 − dit −1 )CUt i ]

(1)

t∈T i∈SG

subject to:
1) Power balance constraints (power flow equations)
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
PDt i
 PGi − ∑ j∈SB [ei (e j Gij − f j Bij ) + fi ( f j Gij + e j Bij )] =
, i ∈ SB , t ∈ T
 t
t
t
t
t
t
t
QDt i
QRi − ∑ j∈SB [ fi (e j Gij − f j Bij ) − ei ( f j Gij + e j Bij )] =

(2)

2) Transmission flow constraints

PLij ≥ PLtij ≥ PLij

(3)

where

PLtij = [(eit ) 2 + ( fi t ) 2 − eit etj − fi t f jt ]Gij + (eit f jt − etj fi t ) Bij , ij ∈ S L , t ∈ T
3) System spinning and operating reserve requirements

∑ i∈S

G

(dit PGi − dit PGt i ) ≥ R t , t ∈ T

(4)

4) Ramp rate limitations
t
t −1
up t −1
t
 PGi − PGi ≤ Pi di + PGi (1 − di )
 t −1
down t
t
t −1
 PGi − PGi ≤ Pi di + PGi (1 − di )

5) Startup and shutdown characteristics of units
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(5)

t −1
t
t −1
on
 (di − di )(Ti − Ti ) ≥ 0
 t
t −1
t −1
off
(di − di )(−Ti − Ti ) ≥ 0
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(6)

6) Limits of active power
dit PGi ≥ PGt i ≥ dit PGi , i ∈ SG

(7)

dit QRi ≥ QRt i ≥ dit QRi , i ∈ SR

(8)

U i2 ≥ (eit ) 2 + ( fi t ) 2 ≥ U i2 , i ∈ SB , t ∈ T

(9)

7) Limits of reactive power

8) Limits of voltage at each bus

where T is the total scheduling period which is 24 h; t is the index for time; SB , SG , SR and SL are the
set of buses, thermal plants, reactive power sources and transmission lines separately; Gij + jBij are the transfer
admittance between buses i and j ; dit ∈ {0,1} is the up/down status of unit i ∈ SG ; PGt i and QRt i are the
schedulable active and reactive power output of bus i at time t ; PLtij is the active power of transmission line;
PGi , PGi , QRi , QRi , PLij , PLij , U i , U i are the upper and lower limit of PGt i , QRt i , PLtij and the node voltage
t
U i=
eit + jfi t ; PDt i and QDt i are the active and reactive power demand; R t is the system spinning reserve requirement; Pi up and Pi down are the ramp up and ramp down limit of unit i ∈ SG ; fi ( PGt i ) and CUt i are the
fuel cost and startup cost, defined as

) ai ( PGt i ) 2 + bi PGt i + ci
fi ( PGt i=
hot
off
off
cold
t
C : T ≤ −Ti ≤ Ti + Ti
CUt i =  i cold i t
off
cold
 Ci : − Ti > Ti + Ti

(10)
(11)

ai , bi , ci represent the unit cost coefficients, Cicold and Cihot are the cold start cost and hot start cost, Ti on
and Ti off are the minimum up and down time, Ti cold is the cold start time, Ti t is the continuously on (positive)/down (negative) time of unit i up to time t .

3. SCUC Solution
3.1. The Principle of Adaptive Dynamic Programming
Basically, ADP is a decision-making procedure, executed via computing the value associated with each state
approximately. The entire procedures for SCUC problem solving based on ADP in this study is as follows.
Step 0: Read in system data. Set
k = 1 , K max = 50

where k , K max : iteration count and its maximum.
Step 1: Choose the initial state S0t , t ∈ [1,..., T ] by priority list method (PL) [7], and initialize the value function V0t ( S0t ), t ∈ [1,..., T ] of S0t .
WHILE ( k < K max ) DO:
Step 2: Set t = 1 , and update the state space by extended sequential truncation technique.
Step 3: For each feasible state Skt in the state space, solve the following minimization problem to evaluate
the value at Skt approximately.



Vkt ( Skt ) mint .  ∑ dit [ fi ( PGt i ) + (1 − dit −1 )CUt i ] + Vkt−−11 
=
at ∈ k i∈S
 G

subject to (2), (3), (7)-(9), where a t is a decision at time t ,  tk is the feasible decision space.
Step 4: Let akt be the value of a t that solves the minimization problem.
Step 5: If t < T , set t = t + 1 and go to step 3; else proceed to next step.
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Step 6: If Vkt = Vkt−1 , let akt , t ∈ [1,..., T ] be the resulting decisions that solves the minimum problem and stop;
else set k= k + 1 , go to step 2.
END DO.

3.2. Extended Sequential Truncation Technique
The key technique of the proposed ADP approach is “extended sequential truncation technique”, which allows
the exploration of the value of a better estimate of the value function. Unlike traditional sequential truncation, it
selects truncated window not only through a combination of priority order and load variation, but also through
aggregating the units into groups according to the minimum up/down time.
Figure 1 shows the principle of the “extended sequential truncation technique” by a 6 units system. Let Sk
be the solution obtained in iteration k . Assume the minimum up/down time of the units are {5 5 1 3 3 1} periods separately and define m = 1 . The heavy line in Figure 1 represents the up/down line of Sk , which divides the priority list into two sections. The units in the upper and lower section are the off and up status units of
Sk respectively. According to the minimum up/down time, the units are divided into 3 classes. In period 1, the
heavy line is in the border of class 1 and class 2. Unit 2 and 5, as well as unit 3 in class 3, whose priorities are
the closest to the heavy line in each class, may be on or off. The remaining unit 1 below the heavy line must be
on and unit 4 and 6 above the heavy line must be off. In period 2, class 1 units must be on to bear basic load.
The heavy line is in class 2. Unit 4 and 5, as well as unit 3 in class 3, whose priorities are the closest to the heavy
line in each class, may be on or off. The remaining unit 6 below the heavy line must be off. In period 3, the
maximum number of up status units arises to bear peak load, so the units have no partitioning. The partition
method in following periods is the same as period 1 and 2.
After determining the unit up/down status selection, a set of composite states is available through the startup
of units that may be on or off in the order of highest to lowest in priority. It forms the state space of each dispatch period as long as put in the status of units that must be on or off. Last but not the least, we rule out the unpromising states as follow steps:
1) Remove states unsatisfied the reserve requirements from state space.
2) Assure units with the same minimum up/down time start in order of priority.
3) Limit the number of operation units close to the number of optimal operation units obtained in last iteration.

4. Case Studies
We apply four test systems consisting of the IEEE 30-bus system [11], IEEE 118-bus system [12], IEEE 300bus system [12] and a modified IEEE 118-bus system [13] to illustrate the performance of SCUC with optimal
power flow constraints. The value parameters for system scales are depicted in Table 1. To discuss the efficiency of the proposed approach, we consider the following two cases:
 Case 1: traditional UC model without any network and bus voltage constraints.
 Case 2: SCUC model described in Section 2.

4.1. Efficiency Test
This part tests the efficiency of the proposed ADP approach improved by the “extended sequential truncation

Figure 1. Unit up/down status selection.
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technique” on SCUC problems. Let the spinning reserve requirements be 10% of hourly load demand and the
ramp up (down) limit of each unit be 20% of its maximum power output [14]. We implement the proposed approach by MATLAB-2013a on a 3.2 GHz Intel Core i3 dual core, IBM-compatible PC with 4GB of RAM and
employ the MATLAB interior point method solver [15] to solve nonlinear programming problem.
Table 2 compares the iterations and CPU time of the proposed approach for both case 1 and case 2. Obviously, the proposed approach is efficient and converges fast for all of the test systems.
The Bellman error is a very important measure to judge the optimality of solutions and its change reflects the
characteristic of the approach. Figure 2 shows the variation of Bellman error with iterations for the four test
systems, which is the difference in the value iteration between current value and the updated value.
It can be seen from Figure 2 that the iteration process made 100% and 97% Bellman errors away from zero in
case 1 and case 2 respectively. This certainly verifies that the proposed approach has favorable stability and the
decline of value function (12) is permanent in the searching process.

4.2. Economic Benefit
Figure 3 provides the comparison of the daily costs obtained by SDP [4], PL [7], DP [8], SF [16] and the proposed ADP approach for the modified IEEE 118-bus system in case 1. The less cost indicates that the proposed
approach can provide high-quality solutions in comparison with other methods.
To clarity the effects of “extended sequential truncation technique” in detail, Table 3 compares the daily cost
of ADP by traditional sequential truncation and extended sequential truncation. As can be seen from Table 3
with extended sequential truncation technique, the daily cost of the four systems decrease by 1.58%, 0.61%,
0.13%, 0.03% in case 1 and 1.46%, 0.27%, 0.11%, 1.89% in case 2 separately. This confirms that extended sequential truncation is superior to traditional sequential truncation in daily cost for unit commitment problems.
Table 1. Value parameters for system scales.
Name of System

Buses

Units

Lines

IEEE-30

30

6

41

IEEE-118

118

54

186

IEEE-300

300

69

411

Modified IEEE-118

188

54

177

Table 2. Performance of the proposed approach.
Iterations

CPU Time (s)

Name of System
Case 1

Case 2

Case 1

Case 2

IEEE-30

3

3

1

7

IEEE-118

13

20

4

177

IEEE-300

5

6

4

1711

Modified IEEE-118

5

5

2

238

Table 3. Daily cost of ADP by traditional & extended sequential truncation.
Traditional Sequential Truncation ($)

Extended Sequential Truncation ($)

Name of System
Case 1

Case 2

Case 1

Case 2

IEEE-30

12587

12594

12388

12410

IEEE-118

3571736

3600043

3550091

3590273

IEEE-300

22104882

22141570

22076537

22117784

Modified IEEE-118

1643681

1740040

1643263

1707114
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Bellman error with iterations in case 2. (a) Bellman
error with iterations in case 1; (b) Bellman error with iterations in case 2.

Figure 3. Results of different approaches for the same case.

5. Conclusion
In response to the computational difficulties brought by SCUC problem with optimal power flow constraints, a
novel “extended sequential truncation technique” was proposed to solve the problem by improving the adaptive
dynamic programming approach. Two cases utilizing data from four test systems ranging in size from 30 to
300 buses were studied. Extensive calculation and comparative analysis between the two cases demonstrate the
effectiveness and applicability of the proposed approach for SCUC with optimal power flow constraints.
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